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INTKODUCTIOH

The Dolmao property oonaieta of 24 mining olaima 
numbered

S-7^006 to 3-72014 inol. 
S-72839 to S-72846 " 
a-75071 to S-73076 " 
S-73116 ft a-73116

lhaa* olaims are located on the northeastern shore of ftanapitel 
Lake and occupy the entire lota 9 and 10 of Coneeasion IV aa 
well aa parta of the aaae lota In the adjoining C one ea d. on 
III and V of Rathbun Toenahip.

"the value of the ground i* due to the preaenoe 
of a email depoai t containing high copper and platinum natal 
together with lower nickel and gold valuea. Furtherw/ore, it
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appaara that the geological conditiona at the property ara 
 onewhat similar to those present at the Milnet Mines which 
is a successful new producer located in the neighbouring 
Parkin Township, some 9 miles to the northwest of Dolnao.

The surveys described in this report constitute 
only the first step in the program of exploration and develop** 
m en t of the Dolmao holdings. The aim of the magnetometer sur 
vey is essentially to outline the geological structure of the 
rock formations. The electromagnetic survey was limited to the 
water-covered areas. It is considered that the spontaneous 
polarization electrical method of geophysical prospecting i* 
the best suited for the exploration of the property, but a 
spontaneous polarization survey cannot be undertaken over the 
ground portion of .the c lain: s until the frost gets out of the 
ground and it cannot be used over water-covered areas. The 
electromagnetic method is the only electrical method which can 
be advantageously used over Ice, it was used, therefore, over 
the water covered section of the claims pending the possibility 
of conducting spontaneous polarization measurements over the 
ground.

OKNKRAL GEOLOGY

A discussion of the geological conditions prevail 
ing in the eastern part of the Sudbury District has been pre 
sented by one of the writers in the "Report on the Property of 
Dolmao Mines Limited" prepared by T. Koulomzine and dated 
November-December, 1953, to which the reader is referred. It 
seems that the best chances of locating ore deposits at Dolmac 
would be alonfj the boundaries of a diabase intrusive mass which 
has a rather irregular shape and occupies the central part of 
the property. The age of this intrusive is questionable but 
it appears that a^e has very little bearing on the chances of 
encountering sulphide deposits in its vicinity*

The only detailed geological map covering the pro 
perty la the "fc'anapitel Lake-Area" map, prepared by T.T. quirke, 
and Issued in 1922 by the Geological Survey of Canada. This 
map gives very little details and, therefore, very much l a t o 
be gained by remapping the surface geology of the property. 
Additional geological Information, useful for the age correla 
tion of the district, is derived from the study of the adjoin 
ing geological map 872A, "Falconbridge", issued by the Geolog 
ical Survey of Canada in 1946.

For the last decades prospecting and diamond drill- 
Ing exploration in the Sudbury district have been confined 
almost exclusively to the Sudbury Basin itself and to its dyke- 
like quartz-diorite offsets. The Milnet Mine is the first 
producer that broke the tradition and is related to an intrusive
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of doubtful age and which is d etached from the basin. The 
Dolmac claims could well be in the same class and are, there 
fore, definitely worthy of investigation*

The Dolmao property lies in an area of low hill*. 
Rock outcrops seen to be fairly abundant, but it can be esti 
mated that at least 75jt of the area is drift-covered. Further 
more, bur survey having been done while snow was blanketing 
the ground, we did not have the opportunity of examining the 
outcrops, except in very few isolated spots.

The only mineral showing known on the property is 
located on lot 9, Concession IV, at the southern end of an 
elongated lake known under three different names on various 
maps and designated as McClarens Lake on our map. A small 
shaft estimated to be 50 ft. in depth has been sunk on the 
showing somo 40 years ago. It is impossible at the present 
time to determine the exact size of the ore fe ns on which the 
shaft has boen put down as it is full of water and collapsed 
timbers, while the vicinity is covered with muck and overburden. 
It has been estimated, however, that the mineralization is in 
the form of a lens, elongated in a NE-SW direction along the 
contact of the diabase and sandstone sediments. It seems that 
high grade massive sulphides in the shaft have a width of l to 
2 feet, while the sparsely mineralized walls would increase 
the overall width of the ore to about 10 feet. Grab samples 
taken by tho author gave assays ranging between 1.31 and 19.92^ 
copper; O.li to O.SOJfc nickel; 0.021 oz. to 1.00 oz. platinum; 
0.16 to 0.95 oz. palladium and up to 0.38 oz. gold.

The known showing on the Dolmao property is, no 
doubt, small, but the chances of discovering other larger de 
posits in the sections of the property covered by overburden 
are excellent and, therefore, the aim of the geophysical sur 
veys already performed and those still to be done, is to obtain 
information which will help to guide the proposed diamond drill 
ing program.

HBSULTS tt THK SURVEYS

The results of the two surveys s re presented on 
a 200-f oot-to-the-inch map attached to this report. Technical 
details describing the methods used are to b e found in the 
Appendix, while the geological and geophysical interpretation 
la rivan hereafter.

Electromagnetic Survey

This survey covered 216.6 acres and was done only 
over the ice of Lakes Wanapitel and MoClarens. It failed to

*- rft.'



discover any indications of the presence of naasive sulphides 
under tho beds of the lakes.

There are two possible interpretations of the re 
sults of this survey. First of all, they can be accepted at 
their face value, to mean ; that there are no JLarge sulphide de 
posits under the beds of these lakes. On the mother hand, it 
is a well-known fact that water and overburden *are fairly good 
conductors of electricity and have a masking effect In geophysic 
al surveying which varies from place to place, depending on 
the conditions of the overburden.- It can- be surmised, there 
fore, that valuable ore could exist under the lakes which would 
have remained undeteoteu. Some exploratory drilling under the 
McOlarens Lake would be indicated, although we prefer to reserve 
the decision on this drilling until the spontaneous polarisation 
survey of the ground portions of the property is completed.

Magnetometer Survey;

The survey covered 445.7 acres and was done not 
only over the ice but also over the areas of the property, 
which according to the available geological information, were 
considered to be the most promising.

I h a results of the magnetometer survey show a 
rather complicated geological structure, which suggests the 
possibility of sulphide mineralization occurring in a number 
of locations.

Zone S i

The part of the property lying north of line (a), 
(b), (c), (d), and (e) and which is marked. Zone 3j on our 
map is interpreted aa being underlain by late Precambrian sedi 
ments of Cobalt age consisting of a mixture of conglomerates, 
greywacke, sandstone and quartzite. According to the magnet 
ometer results these formations strike slightly west of north 
and probably dip toward the east. Three magnetic belts marked 
MI, M2 and MS have been outlined in this ad ne. We presume that 
they are underlain by bands of sediments containing some magnet 
ic material. A certain amount of surface exploration of belts 
MI and MS could be done by trenching. There is little likeli 
hood that tho magnetic properties of the belts are caused by 
valuable mineralization, nevertheless, there is always the 
possibility that these belts which, undoubtedly, have physical 
properties different from tho surrounding rooks, could act as 
competent rooks" attracting mineralization.



Anomaly I;

A atron^ magnetic anomaly ia located on the west 
shore of McClarens Lake. v*e interpret this anomaly as caused 
mainly by a small pipe-like diabase intrusive mass. On the 
other hand it should be emphasized that numerous o re bod le s 
have been found in close vicinity of small intrusive masses 
of this nature, ft'e recommend, therefore, that the vicinity 
of Anomaly I be carefully explored first with detailed sponta 
neous polarization measurements, then by surface trenching and 
finally, if necessary, by means of a few diamond drill holes.

Zone DI

This rone is limited on the north by line (a), (b), 
(c), (d) and (e) and on the southwest by (f), (g), (h) and (i). 
The magnetic readings within this zone are very irregular, 
showing numerous axes of maxima criss-crossing the zone. Ae 
interpret zone DI as being underlain by diabase of complex 
composition. The high magnetic readings found within Zone 
DI are due in most oases to fractures enriched in magnetite, 
but at least part of these magnetic maxima could be due tc 
valuable sulphide mineralization, therefore, it would bo very 
Important to cover the area of Zone DI with electrical measure 
ments which should help to distinguish between the magnetic 
hlgha due to valueless magnetite and the highs due to magnetic 
sulphide mineralization, which could contain copper and nickel 
ore deposits.

Dykes di and d2 seem to be off-shoots of the 
diabase underlying lone Di7

Zone Da is quite different from D^. The magnet 
ometer readings here are very uniform and rather low. There 
are no positive clues to decide whether this zone is under 
lain by a non-magnetic Intrusive or an equally non-magnetic 
sediment. The extreme uniformity of the readings and the 
K.I-S E strike of a very weakly magnetic core leads us to decide 
on the Intrusive character of the rocks underlying this zone* 
If auch is the caao it might bo expected that the rooks under 
lying 'ione ^2 are of granodiorite or quartz-diorite composition 
closely related to the diabase of Zone D^. There are no chances 
o" encountering any valuable mineralization within this zone.

Dyke ds t located in the southern part of Zone Dg 
ia undoubtedly underlain by diabase similar to that found in 
dykos di and dg.

The magnetometer results around the Portage Bay, 
in the southeastern corner of the property are difficult to 
interpret without filling in with magnetometer measurements



the unexplored ground between this bay and the areaa surround 
ing the Wanapitei and MoClarena Lakes. We have tentatively 
divided the ground into Zones Da and 82 which are interpreted 
aa underlain respectively by diabase and sediments. A strong 
magnetic anomaly marked An II has been discovered here and 
should be investigated by electrical measurements and If 
necessary by trenching and diamond drilling.

Kn reaume, the magnetic survey was instrumental 
in outlining the geological structure which in general con 
firmed the position of the northern contact of the Diabase as 
shown on the "Wanapitei Area" government geological nap. i'he 
discovery of a non-magnetic section of diabase referred to aa 
Zone Dg la something new, it suggests a complexity of the dia 
base Intrusive which was heretofore unsuspected. The complex 
ity of the magnetic pattern in 2one DI and the presence of at 
least two strong magnetic anomalies suggests the strong 
possibility of the presence of lenses of magnetic sulphides 
in and around Zoned DI and Dj.

RSCQUMhJiDATIONS

In view of the fact that the survey outlined quite 
a number of magnetic maxima that could be interpreted aa 
poaalbly underlain by magnetic sulphides, it would seem more 
economical to perform an electrical aurvey of the interesting 
area before embarking on a program of costly diamond drilling.

he recoiTiniend, therefore, that i

1. The magnetometer survey be extended to the 
whole area of the property south of HcClarens and oc.jt of 
ftauttpitei Lakeu. This would involve an area of about 520 acres 
ana *oulti cost about 4l,3GO.OO.

2. A spontaneous polarization, electrical aurvey 
be carried out over all the ground pravioualy surveyed magnet 
ically lying south of station 10 N, which would total borne 
150 acres, and over half of the area mentioned in the paragraph 
above. This survey would coat approximately #1,OBO.OO.

3. Some surface prospecting, geological mapping 
of tho outcropa and some geiger counter investigations be 
undertaken in conjunction with the above surveys. The outlay 
for this work should be in the order of 5l,500.00.

The necessity for surface prospecting and geolog 
ical mapping iu evident in any program of exploration and the 
time to do it la before starting costly diamond drilling.
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The necessity of geiger counter investigation la leaa obvioua. 
In this connection ve wish to point out that the now famoua' 
Blind River uranium fields are located in sediments which are 
similar in age arid composition to the Cobalt aedimenta found 
at Dolmao and, therefore, a check for possible,radioactivity 
should be in order.- f" "'; ; ^ ; - 
:^'.\ v-"  -  ' ' - '••".•^^•^- *;-'V" '^ -. v^/jV-^-v^; - /^;-\".; :. 

The^ Doljfeto ^oiper^y la gooloalcally well located 
and contains an already known'email, but rather high grade 
copper-nickel and platinua netals dopoait. "The nagnrtoneter 
survey just performed indicated the exiatence of a complica 
ted structure favorable to the'preaence of other ore lenaea. 
We consider, therefore^ that the expenditurea recomnended 
above to further investlgata the economic value of the proper 
ty are well warranted and would lead to the formulation of a 
program of diamond drilling which should have excellent 
chances of discovering a commercial ore deposit*
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APPENDIX

TiiCHNICAL DETAILS OF THIS SURVEY

OK PICKET LINS3 The main network of picket linea 
consists of a series of picket

linea atarted at 300 ft. intervals at right angles to an east- 

west base line started from the ioe of *anapitei Lake* 
Numbered pickets have been placed along these linea at 100 
foot intervale. the ends of the lines have been carefully 
chained along especially cut cross-lines. Me failed to lo 
cate any government survey posts which would tie the net 
work to the survey of the township comaasl ona. This will 

have to be done when the snow is gone from the ground. Numer 
ous claim posts have been located and tied to the network.

The work of line cutting atarted on the property 

on March 3rd and lasted till March 17th.

aLbC'fltOMAQMaTIC SURVE3T The standard vertical sending
loop technique waa employed, 

the sending loop being pointed at the receiver. Normally,
in an undisturbed field the receiving loop, when held 
zontally, i.e. at right angles to the sending loop, does not 
pick up any electromagnetic signals. If a conductor la pre- 
aent in the ground a complex electromagnetic field results 
which is at an angle to the horizontal. It la the angle of 
the total field which is usually measured and serves as a 
means of detecting the presence of electrical conductors 
underground.

A total of 810 electromagnetic measurements were 
performed at ^olmaa between March 12th and 18th, 1954.

March 16, 1954.

The magnetometer measurements 
were made between March 9 and

'l'he stations established and the measurements per 

formed can be classified es follows l

Base stations
Ordinary measurement stations
Detail measurement stations

Total measurement stations

2
805
50

837
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Total measurement stations 897

Check measurements on bases 31 
Check measurements on ordinary

stations 4

Total number of measurements 872

The survey was perfonned with a RU3KA magnet 
ometer measuring the variation of the vertical component of 
the earth's magnetic field. The scale constant of the Instru 
ment was of 21.7 gammas per division. The Instrument was 
fully temperature compensated.

In order to minimize the errors due to diurnal 
magnetic variations, check readings were taken at regular 
time Intervals of about 3 hours at especially established 
magnetic base stations and the dally variations observed were 
distributed proportionally to time between the stations 
occupied during the day.

Check measurements made on ordinary stations 
suggest that the survey can be considered accurate within 
15 gammas.

All magnetic values plotted on our map a re ex 
pressed in gammas (l gamma * 1/100,000 gauss, C.G.S.) and 
tied in to a base located at station O L 31 E . This base was 
considered to have a value of 200 gammas.

The profiles used for the interpretation of the 
results have been drawn to a scale of 500 gammas to the inch.
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